
   
 

 

The Skills Service Volunteer Charter & Code of Conduct 
 
 

It is the commitment of volunteers that enables young people to develop their employability skills 
and learn about the world of work. In recognition of this commitment, we have developed the 
following “charter” which defines the responsibilities of volunteers. 

The Skills Service will: 

• Provide a welcome and induction into the role volunteered for and provide support to carry out 
work with children and young people 

• Ensure that volunteers know exactly what is expected of them and who they can go to for advice or 
support 

• Our Project, Curriculum and Delivery Managers, will provide support and supervision as 
required 

• Briefing for Business Volunteers is included in the pre-event itinerary emailed 7-10 days 
before an event. A reminder takes place during the few minutes before the start of the event 

• Accept that time commitments may change from time to time and support volunteers in saying “no” 
when necessary 

• Provide a safe working environment that is free from discrimination and provide insurance cover as 
appropriate 

• Keep volunteers informed of the wider work of The Skills Service and provide opportunities to 
participate in local events 

• Provide opportunities for volunteers to develop their skills and experience in a range of areas 
relating to your work with children and young people 

• Resolution to any problems or complaints between volunteers, young people, host institution staff 
and/or Skills Service staff, should be addressed initially to the Skills Service, Skills lead Sarah 
Anstiss; sarah.anstiss@theskillsservice.co.uk 

 

Volunteers are expected to: 

• Accept and work within the objectives and the mission of The Skills Service and abide by the 
policies that underpin the work; 

• Our mission is to facilitate activity to support young people in equipping themselves with the 
skills, awareness and resilience to compete in the rapidly changing and competitive jobs 
market 

• Working with businesses and FE/HE to ensure that every encounter that we broker is of 
value to all of the individuals involved 

• We will respond to the changing market place by transitioning to a Talent and Apprenticeship 
brokerage and maintain our focus on business and schools interaction across the country 

• Our activity is aimed at driving behaviours that will add value to the local economy and we 
will respond to other districts requirements as relevant 

• Work in a way that is fair and free from discrimination with adults and young people 

• All Business volunteers once registered will automatically join our blog mailing list to keep them 
updated on the latest events, case studies and to provide other useful information 
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• Volunteers are expected to take instruction or guidance from our staff in respect of their 
volunteering input and when required, to give feedback. We especially ask that volunteers 
complete a post event feedback survey if sent one 

• Volunteers will not be reimbursed for out-of-pocket expenses 

• Volunteers should declare any conflict of interest and not bring the organisation into disrepute 
either during or outside their volunteering activities 

• Understand and uphold the guidelines on safeguarding and child protection 

• As a Business volunteer for The Skills Service we do not expect our volunteers to be 

DBS checked, as they will never be on their own with a student. (All staff are DBS 
checked and are at all events to ensure volunteers are never left alone or without 
member of school staff being present) 

• Volunteers must respect and adhere to The Skills Service Safeguarding Policy 

• https://www.saferrecruitmentconsortium.org/GSWP%20Sept%202019.pdf  

 

For adults working with young people, it is important to be aware of potentially difficult 
situations.  

By following the simple guidance outlined below it should be possible to ensure that the event is a 
secure and productive environment for both you as the business volunteer and the student 

Supervision – Safeguarding procedures are in place to not only protect students but also the 
adults who work with the students. A member of school staff will accompany visitors/volunteers to 
the schools throughout their stay, from arrival to the end of the event, including break/lunch times if 
applicable. Safeguarding procedures in schools do not permit visitors/volunteers to walk 
unaccompanied around the building (i.e. to the toilets or between rooms) therefore if you need 
assistance during your time in school please let a member of staff know 

Touch – Be aware that someone else might misinterpret your actions, no matter how well 
intentioned 

Personal information – Do not share any personal details with students such as your mobile 
number, email address, home address or social networking information 

Behaviour – Whilst it is important to reassure a young person who may be nervous and will be 
particularly reliant on your guidance, you should avoid being over familiar. Never permit ‘horseplay’ 
which may cause embarrassment or fear 

Mobile phones/photography – Please do not use your mobile phone during the event and ensure 
that it is kept on silent if possible. Taking photographs during events is prohibited unless prior 
agreement has been sought 

Disqualification – You are reminded that you are required by law to protect children from harm 
and that employees are required, under the Criminal justice ad Courts Services Act 2000, to 
declare if they are disqualified from working with children 

Disclosure – Occasionally young people may disclose confidential information to a volunteer that 
gives rise to concern for their physical or emotional safety. In such situations you make a note of 
the information disclosed to you and immediately make the member of The Skills Service staff who 
is leading the session aware 

https://www.theskillsservice.co.uk/safeguarding
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